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‘Welcome to our new look website’ 
 
The old saying goes, ‘a change is as good as a rest’ and so we wanted give you all a well-deserved rest! 
Therefore, we have taken the decision to bring our website more in line with modern times and give it a 
little spring clean. 
 
The new layout of the website still contains all the features you are used to, they are just in a slightly 
different place. 
 
You can still navigate your way through the website using the dropdown menus provided. The most 
common searched for items and information is still on the top row which allows for easy finding. For those 
more specific sections you will now find them at the bottom of the page as apposed to the side. 
 
We hope you enjoy our new look and find it a slightly easier place to navigate.  
 
Please see the following pages for our commonly asked questions: 
   

1. How to book or Cancel an appointment 
2. How to request a repeat prescription 
3. How to fin dour opening times 
4. What to do when we are closed 
5. How to find our contact details for both Buntingford and Puckeridge 
6. How to join our PPG 

 
If you cannot find what you are looking for, maybe the below images can help you find your way: 
 

1. Book or Cancel an appointment: 
Hover over: ‘appointments’, click on either Buntingford or Puckeridge: Click on the link to ‘Access the 
online appointment system’, sign in and book/cancel your appointment in the normal way. 
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2. Request Repeat Prescriptions: 
Hover over; ‘prescriptions’, click on either Buntingford or Puckeridge: Click on the link to ‘Access the online 
appointment system’, sign in and order your prescription in the normal way. 
 

 
 

3. What to do when we are closed: 
Hover over: ‘opening times’, click on when we are closed. 
 

 
 

4. Join our PPG: 
Hover over: ‘have your say’ and then click on get involved.  
 

 
 

5. What about all the buttons that appeared down the side with other information - Simply scroll to 
the bottom of the web page: 

 

 


